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LIFE

  Across
 1 One son half-naked,  

at first, during old 
broadcast (12)

 10 Bird losing head and 
part of foot (4)

 12 Series of files from  
Game on BBC once (10)

 14 Return of low relative 
from abroad (3)

 17 Fruit found when 
Christmas in over, 
Frenchman penned (5)

 26 Find fault with husband 
and unnamed folk’s 
cellular radios (3,6)

 27 Bess and Isaac worked  
out geometrical 
co-ordinates (9)

 29 Craftsman for two 
generations (5)

 31 Stage of journey in tea 
wagon in Russia (6)

 34 Exam result, we’re told, 
was looking old (6)

 36 Two drugs for leading 
actress (7)

 38 Main target, regularly,  
for an aspiring cleric? (5)

 39 ‘New Deal’ with 
parliamentary assistant  
in city (8)

 40 Aussies regularly take 
drugs (3)

 41 Material dries white,  
sadly (5,5)

 42 Neat cut (4)

  Down
 2 Like a Turin-Bern trip? 

(10)
 4 Involved oneself endlessly 

in German trade fair (5)

 5 Patients treated outside 
hospital way back when 
(2,3,4)

 6 Variety of ivy from state 
with another name cut 
short (6)

 7 Recently turned up, 
adopting one Amazon 
business, say (5)

 8 Record sleeve’s last  
in box (4)

 9 Land initially seen as 
useless (6,6)

 11 Flatten lint pad (8)
 16 President at furniture 

company dropped one (3)
 19 Preparing for plastering  

on reef in Gabon (6)
 20 Produced a sound copy (6)
 23 Wild notion of wild aide? 

(5,4)
 25 Free from fine nut-tree, 

felled (8)
 28 Tree is beginning to topple 

– one on volcano (2,5)
 30 Pants are not highly 

decorated (6)
 32 Primitive plough in 

circular ditch (3)
 33 Old motto – English  

or not (5)

 35 Kuwaiti prince backing 
some agreement (5)

 37 Nobleman nearly at the 
centre (4)

A first prize of £30 and two 
runners-up prizes of £20 for the 
first correct solutions opened on 
13 October. Please scan or 
photograph entries and email 
them (including the crossword 
number in the subject field) to 
crosswords@spectator.co.uk,  
or post to: Crossword 2628, 
The Spectator, 22 Old Queen 
Street, London SW1H 9HP. 
Please allow six weeks for 
prize delivery. 

Crossword 
2628:
Customary taxes  
by Doc

won’t host our lichenous community,
and shades our flora with its spurious fame.
It stands moreover on a boundary
of empires, where it greenwashes the shame
of Angevin and Roman primacy,
while blocking up a gap that shows the claim
of Pictish folk to that diversity
that is the Trust’s philosophy and aim. 
Nick MacKinnon

Wee treasured, long-lived sycamore,
For centuries your leaves you wore
And showered affection from your core
Looking sae braw.
Alas, you heard the awful roar
Of man’s cruel saw.

You thought to live a thousand years,
Alone and loved and free of fears,
Now those you charmed are shedding tears.
You cease to please.
The sweetest hope oft disappears
Of men and trees…
Frank McDonald

A sycamore, so dearly held,
alas, alas, has just been felled,

and now, alas, there is a gap –
murdered, murdered, in cold sap!

A bird that nested in that tree
became, alas, a refugee.

And yet the stump’s surviving lumber,
vitalised and disencumbered

of the weight that it once bore,
will sprout again, and then, once more,

in years to come, a tree as good
and fine as any made of wood

and leaves and limbs will gain renown –
till someone cuts the new tree down.
Robert Schechter

Bell Scott tells it as it was –
Centurion on Wall –
Clayton dressed in Roman coz –
Britons loll and sprawl –
 
Clayton buys a Wall-side farm –
Plants one stunning tree –
Fills the U-dip like a charm –
Which Clayton will not see –
 
Clayton saving Grainger’s bacon –
Here’s Newcastle’s spoor –
In the country, godforsaken –
Plants his sycamore –
 
Chopped and stumped and merely firewood –
Clayton can’t be beat –
I think of saplings shooting skyward –
While crossing Clayton Street –
Bill Greenwell

NO. 3325: I SPY

You are invited to describe an encounter 
between Bertie Wooster and James Bond 
in the style of P.G. Wodehouse. Please 
email entries of up to 150 words to lucy@ 
spectator.co.uk by midday on 8 November.
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SOLUTION TO 2625: PLAYTIME  

The unclued lights and the four lacking their definitions 
(7, 20, 35 and 36) are MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

First prize Wendy Meredith, Exeter, Devon
Runners-up C.S.G Elengorn, Enfield, Middlesex;  
Rhidian Llewellyn, London SW14 

Name     
 
Address     

    

    

    

  

The unclued lights (one hyphened 
and plural, and another in the past 
tense) are of a kind, all verifiable 
as such in Chambers, most of 
them on a specific page. 
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